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General
Olsberg electric glass radiation convectors can be used 
diversely as direct heating appliances. Elegant form, 
easy operation, high heating power and reliability by an 
optimal relationship between the heat and convection 
distinguish them.

The glass radiation convectors are equipped with op-
erating switches and temperature controllers and are 
therefore ideal as frost protection appliances.

Please carefully read through the information listed 
in this manual. These provide important notes for the 
safety, installation, usage and maintenance of the ap-
pliances.

The manufacturer is not liable if the following instruction 
are not followed. The devices may not be misused, this 
means used contrary to the intended usage.

The packaging of your high-quality Olsberg appliance is 
restricted to what is necessary and consists primarily of 
recyclable materials.

Packaging and appliance parts are identified corre-
spondingly within the scope of the existing guidelines/
possibilities so that it is possible to have separated re-
cycling and proper disposal.

Attention: Dispose properly of packaging material, 
later replacement parts and old appliances 
or parts to be scrapped.

Disposal of the old appliance
Electrical and electronic old appliances con-
tain a lot of valuable materials. However, 
they may also contain hazardous materials, 
which were required for their function and 
safety. These may harm the environment 
if placed in normal waste or treated incor-
rectly. Please help protect our environment! 
That is why you should never place your old 
appliance in the normal waste. Dispose of 
your old appliance according to the locally 
applicable guidelines.

This manual must
• be handed over to the operator after installation. Ad-

ditionally, the operator must be instructed in the func-
tionality of the electric glass radiation convector.

• carefully stored and handed over to the new owners if 
the owners change.
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Safety information

Keep children ages 3 and younger away unless they are under constant 
supervision.

Children ages 3 and older but younger than 8 years old are not allowed 
to switch the appliance on and off unless they are supervised or have re-
ceived instructions on how to use the appliance in a safe manner and un-
derstand the risks involved with the use of the appliance. Another require-
ment is that the appliance is positioned or installed in its normal position 
of use. Children ages 3 and older but younger than 8 years old must not 
insert the plug into the power outlet, regulate or clean the appliance and/or 
perform any user maintenance on the appliance.

This appliance can be used by children 8 years and older as well as any-
one with limited physical, sensory or mental abilities or lack of experience 
and knowledge provided they are supervised or have been instructed in 
the safe use of the appliance and are aware of all risks involved with the 
use of the appliance. Children are not allowed to play with the appliance. 
Cleaning and user maintenance must not be performed by children without 
supervision.

Attention: During operation, the glass panel becomes hot. With longer 
contact, there is the danger of burning!

Warning: Covering the glass surface causes the risk of overheating! Even 
a local covering of the glass pane, e.g. with a towel, may lead to overheat-
ing and to the destruction of the heater.

Important notes
• Olsberg electric glass radiation convectors correspond with the local safety guidelines.
• Installation and initial commissioning along with repairs and service work may only be executed by certified special-

ists under consideration of all safety guidelines.
• The country-specific safety guidelines must be observed.
• Local protective measures must be observed.
• The appliance cannot be disconnected from the grid through the touch operation! The appliance can be turned ON 

and OFF with the main switch.
• Attention! Even if the fuse is switched off, there may be voltage on the connection clamp P. Thus, before opening 

the appliance turn off all supply circuits so they are free of voltage.
• In accordance with the guidelines, every circuit, e.g. with automatic fuses or power plugs, must be able to be sepa-

rated by all poles. Here the contact opening must be at least 3 mm.
• Comply with specified minimum distances.
• By the assembly of appliance in bathrooms, the protective areas must be observed according to DIN VDE 0100 

part 701.
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Construction
In order to optimally use the heat radiation effect, the 
appliance should be installed as close the people re-
ceiving the heat as possible. The farther you are from 
the device surface, the less the heat can be felt. Dis-
tances of approx. 1-3m are ideal.

The glass radiation convectors fulfill the protective type 
IP24. This means that these appliances can also be 
installed in bathrooms in the zone 2 (see fig. 1). Fur-
thermore, the installer must execute the building-side 
connection in the protective type IP24.

Zone
1

a) Side view

Zone
0

Zone
2

Dimensions in cm

Zone 1

b) Top view

Zone
2

Zone
1

Zone
0

fig. 1

When assembling the appliance, an adequate bearing 
capacity of the wall must be observed, corresponding 
construction guidelines must be considered. In the case 
of doubt, contact a building expert.

The heater may not be installed directly below a wall 
outlet.

The glass panel consists of single-pane safety glass 
(ESG). In contrast to conventional glass, this is consid-
erably more resistant and is designed for significantly 
higher powers of impact. Nevertheless, you should 
avoid excess strains. In the case of damage, ESG will 
break into many small parts with dull edges so that the 
risk of injury is minimized. 

Attention: All types of stress on the glass panel, wheth-
er by leaning of people or objects against it or other acts 
of power, must be avoided!

Warning: The glass radiation convector may not be 
used if the glass panel is damaged.

Minimum distances
The following minimum distances to furniture and flam-
mable objects must be complied with due to safety rea-
sons:

• upwards
      Model 15/335, 15/336, 15/337 ....................... 15 cm
      Model 15/338 ................................................. 40 cm
• on the side .......................................................... 2 cm
• below ................................................................ 10 cm
• in front ............................................................... 50 cm

To the back wall, there is a distance of 14 mm through 
the wall holder.

Assembly of the wall holder
The wall holder is installed on the appliance before de-
livery. In order to install on the wall, the wall holder must 
be removed from the glass radiation convector.
To do this, loosen the locked latches by pressing on 
the left and right of the side locks with your fingers (see 
fig. 2) and simultaneously remove from the appliance.
By model 15/338, remove the safety chains from the 
“cross slits”.
Remove the wall holder on the appliance bottom from 
the appliance.





                   fig. 2

Assembly order:
• Orient the wall holder as a gauge on the desired posi-

tion on the wall with a level, press and draw the holes 
(see fig. 4a and 4b).

Model A B
15/335 600 401
15/336 800 601
15/337 1000 801
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Attention: Observe the minimum distances! Use the 
prescribed mounting holes!

• Drill holes with a diameter of 8 mm for the delivered 
dowels (approx. 50 mm deep).

Attention: The included screws and dowels are suita-
ble for mounting on cement, brick or similar walls made 
of stone with a dense pattern. They are not ideal for 
hollow walls or lightweight concrete walls. If appliances 
must be mounted to walls for which the included mount-
ing elements are not ideal, it must be made sure that 
corresponding mounting elements are used. The screw 
head may be a maximum of 8 mm high.

• Pre-assemble wall holder with the accompanying 
screws 6 x 40 and washers D=6.4, orientate with level 
and screw tightly.

Assembly of the device
Model 15/335, 15/336, 15/337:
Place the appliance in the exposed latches on the bot-
tom of the wall holder (see fig. 3). When pressing above 
the retaining brackets lift and continue to press until the 
latches on the top left and right lock into the designated 
cavities on the back wall.

Model 15/338:
Place the appliance in the exposed latches on the bot-
tom of the wall holder (see fig. 3). Hang the last chain 
link of both chains horizontally in the “cross slot” on the 
back wall. Press the device until the latches on the top 
left and right are locked into the designated cavities on 
the back wall.

For all Models:
Attention: If the latches are bent while removing the 
wall holder, these must be leveled correspondingly so 
that they lock when pressed into the back wall.
After locking, the appliance should be connected with 
the wall holder. Check to see if the appliance has been 
slightly pulled forward.

         fig. 3   Wall holder

latch

retaining bracket

exposed latch

In fig. 4a and 4b, the glass panel has a dot-
ted line so that the minimum distances from 
this manual, or if greater, the additional dis-
tances are still to be added.
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Electrical connection
• The glass radiation convector may neither be opened 

for the assembly nor for the connection.
• Through the connection of the heat convector to a 

230V/50Hz-alternating current grid and turning on 
the main switch on the right side of the appliance, 
the operating availability of the heater convector is 
established.

• The mobile feed line may not be guided through the 
air outlet grate.

• If the connection line of the heater convector is dam-
aged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, their 
customer service or a similarly qualified person in or-
der to avoid dangers.

Note: Make sure that the leads from the line are cor-
rectly connected!
Brown: ...........Phase
Grey:..............Neutral conductor
Black:.............external control line (phase pilot)
 for lowering operation
Yellow/green: .Grounding (PE)

The black lead of the line serves exclusively as a control 
line (phase pilot) for lowering operation. With a switch of 
230V on this line, the appliance will automatically switch 
into the lowering operation

If the black lead of the feed line is not used as a con-
trol line (phase pilot), this line must be insulated!

Commissioning
Turn ON the main switch in order to operate the glass 
radiation convector. The main switch is found on the 
right side of the appliance.
After a longer disruption of the voltage supply (approx. 
3 days), the time must be reset (see chapter “Set time”). 
This can be recognized through the blinking display: 
- - : - -.

Heating operation
The glass radiation convector combines two heating 
systems into one appliance. On the one hand, in the 
casing heat is transferred to the circulating air through 
the convection, on the other hand through the heated 
glass panel heat is emitted to the objects in the room.

Since the heat is perceived as comfortable, primar-
ily the glass panel is heated and if there is more heat 
needed, the air is heated additionally.

Attention:
The glass panel is not heated over the entire appliance 
height in the area of the touch operating field.

Please observe that you may not place any objects be-
tween the glass radiation convector and the people to 
be heated. In this case, the objects and not the people 
would be warmed.

Display
There are two different display types by the glass radia-
tion convector:

1 Operation display
Here the device status (comfort, lowering or frost 
protection operation), the current room temperature 
and/or the time along with the heat mode are dis-
played.

2 Operating display
After touching the touch field, the operating display 
will appear. The touch field is located on the glass 
panel on the right side of the device. By touching 
the glass surface in this area (see fig. 5a and 5b), 
the operating and display fields will be enabled and 
therefore visible.
After 10 seconds without an action, this display will 
extinguish automatically, accepts the set values and 
returns to the operation display.

 fig. 5a   Model 15/335, 15/336, 15/337

 fig. 5b   Model 15/338
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Touch field

Comfort operation button

With the menu button, all settings on the 
device can be made in combination with 
other buttons.

With the minus button, values in the menu 
can be changed.

This display illuminates if at least one of 
the radiators is in operation, thus, if the 
room temperature is lower than the set 
temperature.

Lowering operation button

With the Enter button, the menu points are 
exited or confirmed.

With the plus button, values in the menu 
can be changed.

Frost protection button
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General note
In the touch field, only the buttons are displayed that have functions.
If multiple functions are possible, the button will blink for the one that is selected and the value can be changed for. It 
is possible to select multiple functions sequentially and to adjust their values without leaving the operation.

During operation, sometimes it is necessary to press multiple buttons after each other in order to get to a menu. To do 
this, the buttons must be pressed in short intervals (approx. 1.5 seconds).

In order to confirm a button, the field on the glass panel must be touched with a finger. A signal tone will be emitted. All 
settings must be executed with an individual touching of the glass surface, whereby the finger must be lifted between 
contact with the glass surface.

By press the button (M), a selected menu can be canceled at any time. Do not accept set values.

The device permanently executes a calibration of the touch field. This means that the environmental conditions like 
temperature, moisture, etc., which may influence the sensitivity of the buttons, are balanced through the calibration. 
Nevertheless, should there be any problems during the operation (e.g. button recognition by contact no longer present 
or touch field appears without contact), the device should be turned off and on. The device settings that were already 
made will remain.

Operation mode HAND
By the first commissioning of the glass radiation convector, the control is in the HAND operation mode.

Changing between the comfort and lowering modes occurs manually, this means the set operating state is active until 
it is manually changed. The set room temperature will appear in the display.

Description Action Display
Touch field

Comfort mode

With (SUN), you can select the comfort mode and by pressing 
(+) or (-), you can adjust the comfort temperature.
The set value is saved automatically.

Factory setting: 20°C
or

         

Lowering mode

With (MOON), you can select the lowering mode and by pressing 
(+) or (-), you can adjust the lowering temperature.
The set value is saved automatically.

Factory setting: 16°C
or

         

If you would like an automatic change between comfort and lowering mode, you must change to the HOME or OFFICE 
operating mode. Should the glass radiation convector be operated in a rarely used room (e.g. weekend house), the 
CABIN-mode is recommended.
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Frost protection mode
The frost protection mode hinders the room temperature from going under 5°C.
Turning on the frost protection mode disrupts the current operating mode (HAND, HOME, OFFICE, CABIN) and is 
active until it is manually switched back to comfort or lowering mode. It is also then again automatically in the preset 
operating mode.

Description Action Display
Touch field

With the frost protection button, you can select 
the frost protection mode.
The set value is saved automatically.

Factory setting: 5°C 

Set time and date

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Set time and date" menu, press the (M) 
button and immediately after that the frost protection button. 

The time will appear.
The value to be changed will blink and can be set with (+) or (-) 
and confirmed with (Enter).
The hours, minutes, day, month and year will appear after each 
other.
Through the time and date entry, the conversion of European 
summer time and winter time will be executed automatically. If 
this is not desired, see chapter “Automatic conversion summer 
time/winter time”.

   

or
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Change operating mode
If you want to operate the glass radiation convector only manually, the HAND operating mode must be selected.
 
The device offers the possibility of the following operating modes for the automatic change from comfort and lowering 
temperature:
• For private rooms, the HOME operating mode is provided, which allows a day lowering from Monday - Friday and a 

night lowering from Monday - Sunday.
• For offices, etc., an operating mode OFFICE is provided, which allows a night lowering from Monday - Friday and a 

weekend lowering from Saturday - Sunday.
• For weekend houses or rarely used rooms, an operating mode CABIN is provided by which there is no lowering 

when occupied and a constant lowering while absent.

The comfort and lowering times and the affiliated temperatures can be adjusted individually. The lowering days in the 
individual operating modes and the weekend lowering in the OFFICE operating mode are set and cannot be adjusted.

If lowering times and days are desired that are different from these operating modes, an individual program can be 
created with an external time switch (e.g. in the house distribution) through the control line (phase pilot), see chapter 
“Electrical connection”. This control line can also be used for remote access (telephone / cell phone).

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Change operating mode" menu, press the 
(M) button and immediately after that (Enter) and then the frost 
protection button. 

HA = Operating mode HAND will appear (factory setting).
HA blinks and can be changed with (+) or (-) and confirmed with 
(Enter). 
The following will appear sequentially:
- HA = operating mode HAND
- HO = operating mode HOME
- OF = operating mode OFFICE
- CA = operating mode CABIN

After confirming the operating mode with (Enter), a point in the 
display will blink for a few seconds. The factory setting will be 
loaded in this time:
- Factory setting HOME for private rooms:

Day lowering: Monday - Friday 11:00 to 16:00
Night lowering: Monday - Sunday 23:00 to 06:00

- Factory setting OFFICE for office rooms:
Night lowering: Monday - Friday 17:00 to 7:00
Weekend lowering: Saturday - Sunday 00:00 to 24:00

    

or
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Operating mode HOME and OFFICE
Set comfort temperature

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Set comfort temperature" menu, press the 
(M) button and immediately after that (SUN). 

The comfort temperature to be changed will blink and can be set 
with (+) or (-) and confirmed with (Enter).

   

or
         

Set lowering temperature

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Set lowering temperature" menu, press the 
(M) button and immediately after that (MOON). 

The lowering temperature to be changed will blink and can be 
set with (+) or (-) and confirmed with (Enter).

   

or
         

Set daily lowering time

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Set daily lowering time" menu, press the 
(M) button and immediately after that (+). 

The time for the beginning of the daily lowering appears.
The value to be changed will blink and can be set with (+) or (-) 
and confirmed with (Enter).
The time for the beginning of the daily lowering and the time for 
the end of the daily lowering will appear after each other.

   

or
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Set nightly lowering time

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Set nightly lowering time" menu, press the 
(M) button and immediately after that (-). 

The time for the beginning of the nightly lowering appears.
The value to be changed will blink and can be set with (+) or (-) 
and confirmed with (Enter).
The time for the beginning of the nightly lowering and the time for 
the end of the nightly lowering will appear after each other.

   

or
         

Attention: When changing between the operating modes, the set temperatures and times will be overwritten by the 
factory settings.

Temporarily change comfort or lowering temperature

Description Action Display
Touch field

By pressing the (+) or (-) buttons, the current setpoint of the com-
fort or lowering temperature can be changed temporarily. This 
setting is automatically reset to the default value during the next 
automatic change from comfort and lowering operation.

or
         

Temporarily switch comfort or lowering mode

Description Action Display
Touch field

By pressing (SUN) or (MOON), the operating mode (comfort or 
lowering temperature) can be switched temporarily. This setting is 
automatically reset to the default operating state during the next 
automatic change from comfort and lowering operation.

or
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Operating mode CABIN

Description Action Display
Touch field

Present

With (SUN), you can select your presence and by pressing (+) or 
(-), you can adjust the comfort temperature.
The set value is saved automatically.

Factory setting: 20°C
or

         

Absence

With (MOON), you can select your absence.

A 0 will blink.
- A = Away
- 0 to 99 = number of days absent (including day of input)

A 0 can be set with (+) or (-) and must be confirmed with (Enter).

The lowering temperature for the absence days will blink.
Factory setting: 10°C
The lowering temperature can be set with (+) or (-) and must be 
confirmed with (Enter).

After the expiration of the absence days, the controller will au-
tomatically go into the comfort mode. If the presence is not con-
firmed within 24 hours by pressing (SUN), the controller will au-
tomatically change back into the lowering mode and the absence 
duration set will begin again.

or
         

or
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Display room temperature and/or time

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to get to the "Display room temperature and/or time" 
menu, press the (M) button and immediately after that (Enter) 
and then (MOON). 

The room temperature will appear (factory setting).
This can be changed with (+) or (-) and confirmed with (Enter).
The following will appear sequentially:
- Room temperature
- Time
- Room temperature and time alternating

In the operating display, the change between the room tem-
perature and the time occurs in 5-second-intervals.

    

or
         

If the room temperature was selected as the display, you can show the time for 2 seconds by pressing (Enter).

Child proofing

Description Action Display
Touch field

In order to avoid accidental adjustment or unauthorized usage of 
the device, you can enable the child proofing.

Activation
Press button (M) and immediately after that (Enter) and then (M).
Prot (protection) will appear.

Disabling
Press button (M) and immediately after that (Enter) and then (M).

    

Set brightness

Description Action Display
Touch field

The touch field display can be dimmed in six levels of  
100% (b 5) to 0% (b 0).

In order to get to the "Set brightness" menu, press the (M) button 
and immediately after that (Enter) and then (SUN).

b 3 will appear (factory setting: brightness level 3).
This can be changed with (+) or (-) and confirmed with (Enter).

The display b 5 to b 0 changes its brightness corresponding with 
the setting. b 0 is therefore not visible, brightness 0%.

    

or
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Calibrate actual temperature

Description Action Display
Touch field

If the displayed temperature deviates from the actual room tem-
perature, a calibration can be executed.

In order to get to the "Calibrate actual temperature" menu, press 
the (M) button and immediately after that (Enter) and then (-).

The current actual temperature will appear.
This can be set with (+) or (-) to the actual room temperature and 
confirmed with (Enter).

    

or
         

Automatic conversion summer time/winter time

Description Action Display
Touch field

Automatic conversion of European summer time/winter time 
occurs on the last Sunday in March or on the last Sunday in 
October.

In order to get to the “Automatic conversion summer time/winter 
time” menu, press the (M) button and immediately after that 
(Enter), and then (Enter) again. 

The following appears:
“St I” = Summer time on, automatic conversion summer time/
 winter time is activated (factory setting)

Use (+) or (-) to go to:
“St 0” = Summer time off, automatic conversion summer time/
  winter time is deactivated

Confirm the changed setting with (Enter).

    

or
         

Phase pilot

Description Action Display
Touch field

When switching from 230 V to an external control line (phase 
pilot), the glass radiation convector automatically goes into the 
lowering mode (not by the frost protection mode) and regulates 
to the set lowering temperature.
After enabling the touch field, PP (phase pilot) and the set lower-
ing temperature will blink alternately.
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Electricity failure or longer 
switching off of the main switch
If the device was without voltage for more than 3 days 
(through an electricity failure or switching off of the main 
switch), the time must be reset. In the display,the fol-
lowing will blink: - - : - - . After reprogramming the time 
(see chapter “Set time”), the current operating mode 
continued.

In the CABIN mode, the absence time is set to 0 days 
if the time is lost. This means that when turning on the 
voltage again, the glass radiation convector works in 
the comfort operation.

Maintenance and care
• Olsberg electric glass radiation convectors do not re-

quire any special maintenance at all.
• In rooms with excess development of dust, it is rec-

ommended to vacuum the air inlet and outlet grates 
from time to time with a normal vacuum and to re-
move possible deposits of dust.

• If needed, the device can be bent out from the wall in 
order to clean the area behind the device as well. To 
do this, loosen the locked latches of the wall holder by 
pressing on the left and right of the side latches with 
your fingers and simultaneously tip the device forward 
until it is held in the retaining brackets or the safety 
chain (see fig. 2).

• We recommend conventional glass cleaner to take 
care of your glass radiation convector. Please do 
not use any abrasives, because these may cause 
scratches on the glass and on the painted surfaces.

Attention: The glass radiation convector must be cold 
in order to clean it! 

In order to hinder setting functions when cleaning the 
glass surface in the area of the touch field, we recom-
mend turning off the device with the main switch while 
cleaning.

Technical data
- Voltage .........................................1/N/PE ~ 230 V
- Protective class ...........................I
- Protective type .............................IP24
- Temperature setting range

a) Comfort operation ....................approx. . 15°C to 30°C
b) Lowering operation ..................approx. ... 5°C to 20°C

The setting area 26°C to 30°C should not be selected due to energy saving reasons.
The specified temperatures are only reached with the corresponding device dimensioning to the actual heat required.

Model Power
(Watt)

Dimensions
H x W x D 1) (mm)

Weight
(kg)

Room temperature 
controlling

15/335 1000 600 x 600 x 64 12 electronic

15/336 1500 600 x 800 x 64 15 electronic

15/337 2000 600 x 1000 x 64 18 electronic

15/338 2000 1400 x 600 x 64 29 electronic

1) Dimension D without wall bracket, depth of wall bracket: 14 mm
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Disruptions
Device does not heat:
• Fuse burned or is defective?
• Main switch turned on on the right side of the 

device?
• Set temperature of the room temperature controller 

is smaller than the actual temperature of the room?

Radiating heat too low:
• Distance between glass radiation convector and 

person is too large?
• Device size too small?
• Objections placed between glass radiation convector 

and person?
• Selected planned temperature has been reached.

Rating label
The model specific technical data is specified on the 
rating label. This is found on the right side of the device.

                               Model number

Olsberg GmbH
Hüttenstraße 38
59939 Olsberg

fig. 6   Rating label

Spare parts
Spare parts should be ordered by your specialist. Only 
original spare parts may be used. The installation may 
only be executed by specialists.
In order to process your request as quickly as possible, 
we need the model number specified on your rating la-
bel and the fabrication number. The fabrication number 
is found on the back of the device.

fig. 7   Fabrication number

In order for you to have these numbers available, we 
recommend entering them here before installation:

Model number: ___________________

Fabrication number: ___________________

Accessories

Towel holder
For 15/335 and 15/338: ............ Part no.: 15/3351.9200
For 15/336: ............................... Part no.: 15/3361.9200
For 15/337: ............................... Part no.: 15/3371.9200

In order to heat towels or dry moist towels, a towel hold-
er is recommended.
This accessory can also be installed retrospectively. 
The manual provided with the accessory must be ob-
served.

fig. 8   Model 15/338 with towel holder

Olsberg guarantee conditions
Dear Customer,

by guarantee cases, the local legal claims apply, which 
you should please assert directly by your dealer.

We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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